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CONGAZ GOOSE angled out and tuned in, dueled between horses entering the stretch, dropped back into the
stretch with a view to improving then was bested. ANDREW'S ANDY pushed with JUNQUA as they faced early

and stalked off the rail then into the stretch and inside the leader, was not a match, trailed by and angled out.
CATALINA SHORE drifted back then right with an over front runner, shifted on the far turn then drifted back.

RETURN TO KINGDOM angled out, completed a few furlongs without a chase then drifted in and was edged in
the stretch. REAL ESTATE was tossed out going away, rallied in the stretch, dueled with a rival in the stretch
and was edged. MELVIN DRUM started down the backstretch, dueled briefly with SELENA ONE WAY before

racing off the pace, angled out through traffic, came out in the stretch on a stiff shoulder, lost ground and was
beaten into the stretch and lost momentum. CHAMPIONSHIP AMERICAN was tossed out, took a bit of the rail,
jumped a rival, was not a match for that one in the stretch and was edged for second. HOLMES' CHAMPION

changed hands going away and came out turning for home, just edged a rival, did not rally. KING IN THE
VALLEY had excellent early speed, dueled inside then shifted on the far turn, was not a match for that one in
the stretch and was edged for second. ROYAL PALACE paced the first turn and was in the stretch early, lost

ground late, was not a match in the stretch, was edged for second. GOOD TIMES LADY angled out, drifted back
then between foes, was off the pace and did not rally. LONGEST DAY pushed with trouble since the start, then
angled out, drifted back, broke away, angled outside a rival, did not rally and was edged for second. NATHAN'S

SON had the best of an early duel, ran over a bit, was eased away with a slight pull, faded, did not rally.
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